Responses to reviewers
Changing sub-Arctic tundra vegetation upon permafrost degradation: impact on foliar mineral
element cycling

1. Reviews from Jonathan von Oppen:
Mauclet et al. present leaf mineral micronutrient analyses from two arctic tundra sites, in the light of
potential vegetation changes with ongoing permafrost degradation. The sites represent one experimental and
one observational system, with contrasting vegetation dynamics upon soil permafrost thawing. The authors
convert measured leaf nutrient contents into foliar stocks and maximum potential foliar fluxes to assess the
effect of potential vegetation shifts on future nutrient cycling.
The study is timely and thoroughly conducted. The authors well explain the general study background and
give a detailed description of the methods and results. The methodology appears overall sound and well
justified, with some minor inaccuracies as outlined below, and the authors discuss some important
implications of their findings.
We thank the reviewer Jonathan von Oppen for his careful reading and the constructive comments that will
improve the quality and the readability of the manuscript. We are happy to apply revisions to improve our
manuscript as formulated in the answers to the referee comments.

However, from my perspective, the study does not fulfil its potential, as the extensive amount of detail given
as well as a confusing structure make it difficult for the reader to extract the most important messages. This
includes, but is not limited to (i) repetition of methodological details that could be avoided if it had been
explained more clearly in the first place; (ii) inconsistencies of figure contents vs. order of paragraphs in the
manuscript, resulting in thematic jumps; (iii) the lack of a clear line of argument within most paragraphs
and sections; (iv) complex sentence structure; and (v) language errors and unfitting use of expressions (while
I acknowledge that English might not be the lead author’s first language).
Response: We have addressed this comment by revising the structure of the manuscript. In the new version,
(i) we have better constrained the methodological details in the Section Material and Method and cleaned
the excessive methodological information in the Section Results and discussion, (ii) we have split the figures
to ensure consistency between paragraphs and figure contents and avoid thematic jumps, (iii, iv) we have
rephrased complex sentences with shorter and clearer line of arguments, and (v) we have carefully checked
language errors and expressions.

These drawbacks also impede a proper evaluation of technical and argumentative details, particularly in the
very long results/discussions section (and especially 3.1 – 3.3).
Response: We agree with the reviewer. We carefully revised the text to remove excessive information and
re-arranged the long paragraphs to be more concise and clearer in the argumentation.

I would therefore suggest thorough revision of the manuscript with the aim of a more concise language,
including considerations of which details could be left out, and the establishment of a clear red line of

argument. One potential way to achieve this could be a more hypothesis-based structure. Clearly reasoning
and stating the expected findings at the outset would help the reader to follow the line of argument, and
could provide the authors with a consistent structure to follow for the rest of the manuscript. As much of
the confusion arises from parallel evaluation of the two different study sites, the authors might also consider
focusing on either the experimental or the natural gradient site.
Response: We thank the reviewer for this comment. As stated above, we carefully revised the text to remove
excessive information and re-arranged the long paragraphs to be more concise and clearer in the
argumentation. We understand that the structure of the manuscript was a source of confusion to grasp the
main messages from the parallel evaluation of the experimental and the natural gradient site. Thanks to the
comment of the reviewer, we have modified the way to introduce the experimental and the natural gradient
site and their specific importance for the study. We have clarified that we rely on CiPEHR as a study case
of graminoid expansion in wetter soil conditions, and Gradient as a study case for shrubification in drier soil
conditions. Focusing on either the experimental or the natural gradient site would be a loss given that these
two approaches bring complementary information to convey the main message of the manuscript. We agree
that a new structure was necessary in order to keep the two study sites.

In summary, I do think this study has the potential to make a valuable contribution for Arctic research
eventually. However, I encourage the authors to extensively and carefully revise the text to help guiding the
reader and support the transfer of their findings and implications.
Below I am listing some detailed comments that I hope will also be relevant and helpful for a revised version:

Introduction:
The introduction is generally well structured, but contains much detail that is perhaps not necessary. I
recommend starting each paragraph with a clear statement of what information it contains, and wrapping
each paragraph up with a summarising statement which supports transition into the next point.
As mentioned before, I suggest ending the introduction with a clear hypotheses statement as a guideline for
the reader and to help structure the text later on.
Response: We addressed this comment by removing the excessive information and re-organizing the
paragraph structure of the Introduction. We also clarified the objectives with a hypothesis statement at the
end of the introductive section, L80-86.

Material and Methods:
The methods section gets very complex by the methodological differences between the gradient and the
experimental sites. This applies especially to the “Data treatment” section. As I suggested above, focusing
on one of the two sites could help to reduce complexity.
Response: We addressed this comment by reformulating and simplifying the explanations in the “Data
treatment” section. This section is essential to explain the calculations. As explained here above as a
response to earlier comment, both sites are necessary, and we have improved to structure for clarity.

The methods contain a detailed description of the CiPEHR treatments, yet I don’t see the effects of these
being evaluated in detail in the results and discussion. I suggest to either discuss the effects of the different
warming treatments, or to remove unnecessary detail from the methods description.
Response: We have simplified the details presented for the CiPEHR treatments and removed the
unnecessary details from the Method section. We discuss the effects of the warming treatment at CiPEHR
(L259-265; L323-328). We explain that these treatments do not have a significant effect on the elemental
foliar stocks and fluxes, which are mainly controlled by the sedge expansion over time. Therefore, the
discussion about the effects of these warming treatments is now brief.
L259-265: “The effect of the four artificial warming treatments on foliar stocks was evaluated in 2009 and
in 2017 for Si, Ca, and Mn (Fig. 4), and for K, Zn, S, P, Fe, and Al (Fig. S.2). In 2009 as in 2017, mineral
element foliar stocks showed no significant difference (p > 0.05) between warming treatments and control
sites. Despite the increasing degree of permafrost degradation between the four warming treatments in terms
of subsidence and rising water table (control < summer warming < winter warming < annual warming;
Rodenhizer et al., 2020), only time had a positive effect on mineral element foliar stocks with total foliar
stocks being 1.5- to 5-times higher in 2017 than in 2009 (p < 0.05, for almost every mineral element, except
for Ca and Mn).”
L323-328: “The effect of the four artificial warming treatments on the potential annual foliar fluxes was
evaluated in 2009 and in 2017 for Si, Ca, and Mn (Fig. 6), and for K, Zn, S, P, Fe, and Al (Fig. S.4). In 2009
as in 2017, some mineral elements (Ca and Mn: Fig. 6b-c; K, Fe, S, and Zn: Fig. S.4) showed differences
in their potential annual foliar fluxes with warming treatments. However, this variability in the potential
foliar fluxes between the four treatments was much less pronounced than the large increase in the potential
elemental foliar fluxes that occurred overtime, with total foliar fluxes 1.5- to 10-times higher in 2017 than
in 2009 (p < 0.05, Table S.5).

If keeping the details on treatments, presenting data on their effectiveness (e.g., soil temperatures across
warmed seasons) in the supplementary material could help the reader assess treatment effects on the
vegetation. The same goes for vegetation biomass data: even if that has been published previously, it is very
central to the argumentation and interpretation of the results of this study.
Response: As explained in the response to the previous comment, these treatments do not have a significant
effect on the elemental foliar stocks and fluxes, which are mainly controlled by the sedge expansion over
time. Therefore, presenting additional details about those warming treatments would be confusing.
Following the suggestion of the reviewer, foliar biomasses used for the stock and flux estimations are
included in the Supplementary material (Table S. 3).

I could not find any reasoning why the number of species sampled differed between the gradient and the
experimental site.
Response: On one hand, vegetation samples from CiPEHR were collected and provided by researchers from
the NAU (Northern Arizona University, USA). We benefited from this collaboration to evaluate the
influence of 8-years of warming on vegetation elemental composition. The plant species provided did not
include Rhododendron subarcticum, Carex bigelowii, and the non-vascular species (mosses and lichens)
were not collected during this experiment. On the other hand, vegetation samples from Gradient were
collected more recently as part of the research project WeThaw at UCLouvain (Belgium), and we had the

opportunity to collect more plant species. This is the reason why more plant species are available in
Gradient. We have modified the sentence in the method section to clarify that “At CiPEHR site, we collected
five of the most abundant vascular species” (Line 139), and that “At Gradient, we were able to collect seven
of the most abundant vascular species” (Line 144).

Likewise, I suggest to assist the reader with understanding of where the number of leaf samples arises from
(L166). I cannot see a clear relationship with the number of sites or species.
Response: A full description of each number of leaf samples by species, site, area/treatment, and year (for
CiPEHR) is presented in the Suppl. Mat. (Table S.1). For clarity, we have included the numbers of samples
in the “Sampling method” section (L141 and L146).

I am missing an evaluation of the model assumptions for applying a parametric test. Homogeneity of
variances is briefly mentioned in the supplementary material, but does not receive consideration in the main
text.
Response: This has been clarified in the revised manuscript (L205-215).

4.8 L229: how could an interaction between treatments be included in the model if “treatment” represents a
single factor?
Response: There was a wrongly stated explanation at L219 that has been corrected in the revised version of
the manuscript (L205-215). In the statistical analysis, we used mixed‐effects models to investigate
separately the effects of experimental warming overtime on the mineral element foliar stocks and fluxes
(Table S.5). The mixed‐effects models included a random effect for repeated measurements on individual
plots and the plot-level foliar stocks and fluxes were used as dependent variable. The model included the
treatments (summer, winter, and annual warming) and the time as covariates, and the interaction between
treatments and time.

Numbering of the Methods subsections should be 2.x instead of 1.x
Response: This has been corrected and adapted across the manuscript.

Figure 1 is currently not referenced in the text.
Response: This has been corrected (L106)

4.9 Results and Discussion:
Though I like the use of numbers in the text, I would recommend to not present every detailed result for
every species and response. This makes the reader tired and distracts from the main messages. Instead, I
would recommend to focus on the most important findings and the overall picture for every analysis.

Response: We thank the reviewer for the comment. Excessive details have been removed from the main text
of the discussion.

I would suggest to follow the structure One figure, one paragraph/section – don’t come back to different
panels later on (e.g. Fig. 3 and sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1). Instead, group both paragraphs and figures
thematically and consistently.
Response: We changed the arrangement of the figures, in order to better correspond to the paragraph
description.

Alternatively, as mentioned above, focusing on either the gradient or the experimental site might help with
streamlining the text.
The intermingled structure of results and discussion in sections 3.1 to 3.3 makes it hard to distinguish
descriptions of results from discussing statements, especially as the authors frequently refer to detailed
results from other publications. In such cases, I suggest separating results and discussion into consecutive
paragraphs.
Response: This has been addressed along the manuscript; we have separated results and discussion in
different paragraphs.

I suggest to carefully consider the importance of individual findings. Presenting the most important results
first will help the reader to extract information.
I had the impression that the depth of discussion was not well balanced across all findings. Some results
were discussed in much detail and with a lot of references (e.g. section 3.1), while others were described in
great detail, but only briefly evaluated (e.g. section 3.2.2). In both cases, focusing more on the most
important aspects for the general picture might help in creating that balance.
Response: According to the earlier comments of the reviewer, the general structure has been improved for
clarity and the balance between results and discussion has been carefully checked.

I would also recommend not to bring up methodological details in the discussion again – for instance L270f,
“In 2009 (before any experimental warming), as in 2017 (after eight years of experimental warming)”. If
clearly described in the Methods section, this will not be necessary.
Response: This has been addressed along the Results and discussion section.

The last, synthesising part of the discussion reads well! I think it would benefit from making it more concise
and to the point as well, but it sums up the study implications nicely.
Response: We thank the reviewer, we have made it more concise as suggested.

The same goes for the conclusion, which should also be shortened considerably to emphasise the most
important points. There’s no need to recap the methodology in such a detailed way here, that only takes the
focus of the reader away from the important outcomes.
Response: We thank the reviewer, the conclusion was revised and shortened.

Language remarks:
I suggest to carefully revisit the use of “the” throughout the manuscript. For instance, it should be used when
referring to specific subsites (“at the Gradient site”).
Response: This has been corrected throughout the manuscript.

Similarly, I would advise not to use commas excessively as they tend to break the reading flow. (There are
some
good
overviews
of
comma
rules
available
online,
such
as
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/general_writing/punctuation/commas/extended_rules_for_commas.html)
Response: We thank the reviewer for the advices, the use of comas has been reduced through the manuscript.

I also recommend to refer to the degradation stages of the gradient site as e.g. “the Moderate thaw area”
instead of just “Moderate area” throughout the manuscript to enhance clarity.
Response: This has been corrected across the manuscript.

To my knowledge, the expression “vegetation species” does not exist in English, and it might even create
confusion in whether the authors are referring to the vegetation as the entity of species or communities
across an area, or to separate species as such. Assuming the latter, I think that using “plant species” or simply
“species” should do in most instances.
Response: We had used the expression “vegetation species” because it includes the moss and lichen species,
unlike “plant species” that is more restrictive and might lead to confusion. To address this comment, we
have modified the expression “vegetation species” with an adapted terminology.

If using an expression like “A was explained by B”, I would expect that this relationship was by some means
statistically tested. If, like for instance in L395, referring to a matching pattern or logical reason for a finding,
I would rather phrase this like “A mirrored B” or “A followed B” to avoid confusion. But that might be a
matter of taste :)
Response: We thank the reviewer for these suggestions that have been included throughout the manuscript.

Other minor points:
The authors might want to check consistency of reference formatting. E.g. L479 “Chapin et al. 2005” vs.
L373 “Chapin III et al. 1980”.
Response: We thank the reviewer for this remark. This has been corrected throughout the manuscript and
in the references.

As the text will need thorough revision throughout, I hope the authors and editor will understand that I don’t
give more detailed comments on phrasing of specific passages at this stage. I will be happy to provide these
once the authors have revised the overall structure of the manuscript.

2. Responses to the anonymous reviewer
The article presents a succinct look at mineral element fluctuations for vegetation and soil litter in two
contrasting permafrost-affected sites. One site was a shrub-dominated permafrost warming site and the other
a natural thermokarst site actively experiencing permafrost degradation. The article presents clear findings
that have significant importance for tracking landscape scale changes to vegetation as a result of controlled
warming simulations.
Response: We thank the reviewer for the careful reading and the comments to improve the manuscript.

Line items:
Section 1.3: State the background concentrations of the plastic cap used to affix the powder samples to. Was
1 cm chosen because of the x-ray penetration depth for the sample matrix?
Response: Because the X-rays emitted by the pXRF do not reach the plastic cap that supports the sample,
the elemental composition of the plastic cap does not provide background concentrations for pXRF
measurements. The 1 cm was chosen to ensure that the volume of sample explored by the X-rays is thick
enough to allow a homogeneous sample volume for the measurement (Ravansari et al., 2020; Ravansari and
Lemke, 2018).

Figure 2: It would be helpful in the caption to state how many samples these results stem from (n =….)
Response: We fully agree with the reviewer and this has been modified in the new version of the manuscript.

Conclusions: Suggest reformulating the last paragraph to talk about future work first and then establish the
link between this current work and how it fits into broader research.
Response: This has been addressed in the conclusion (L546-551).

